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NanaWall showcases its largest customizable screen
with patented braking system
Fully retractable screen provides ventilation, insect protection and UV resistance
SAN FRANCISCO – NanaWall Systems, the pioneer of the opening glass wall category, announces its largest
screen option available for its sliding glass wall systems: Screen ONE XL. It is a minimally framed, fully
retractable and non-pleated screening option with a patented braking system designed for large openings to
provide an enhanced indoor/outdoor experience for homeowners.
“Through Screen ONE XL, homeowners can keep their glass walls open with a screen that offers minimal
sightlines, yet still keep bugs and strong sunlight from spoiling their entertainment,” said NanaWall CEO
Ebrahim Nana.
TWEET THIS: Screen ONE XL by @NanaWall is a fully retractable, non-pleated screening option designed
for large openings with minimal framing to provide an enhanced indoor/outdoor experience http://bit.ly/NWSScreenONEXL #nanawall #glasswallsystems
Installing screens reduces air conditioning use during milder months and increases ventilation in the evenings
to keep interiors cooler by allowing air flow. Screen ONE XL features a patented, ultra-strong UV resistant
fiberglass mesh that is reinforced with a wire tension system. This system provides a transparent-yet-tough
barrier between homeowners and outdoor irritants, while still facilitating fresh air and other innumerable
benefits of the outdoor experience.
With the use of double installation Screen ONE XL is also Open Corners Possible, which allows screens to
meet in the corner and enables open-air patios and porches to provide a year-round option for outdoor
entertaining. The screen easily slides in place when needed and stacks away when not in use. The low profile
track and patented Flush Handle Braking System allows the screen to stop in any position for partial closures
when entertaining, without fear of rolling backward. The screen is also entertaining-proof—if a guest or family
member accidentally walks into the screen, the screen can easily be placed back in the single track with
minimal effort.
For more information about Screen ONE XL, please visit nanawall.com/products/screen.
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Click image to download:

Screen ONE XL is a fully retractable non-pleated screening
option with minimal verticals made of ultra-strong UV
resistant fiberglass mesh.

About NanaWall Systems
For over 30 years, NanaWall Systems has pioneered the category of opening glass wall systems. The
company has earned the trust of architects, builders, design professionals and homeowners as a custom
solution for re-imagining how buildings, people and the elements interact. By combining precision engineering
and outstanding design options throughout more than 25 unique award-winning systems, NanaWall Systems
advances design possibilities beyond the conventional for almost any space. NanaWall Systems is
headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area with 24 showroom and design studio locations across North
America.
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